f environmental doom and gloom, e human race -the authors excepted kred at best as heedless and at worst ?acious. In other words, I was pre~d for another "Earth in the Balance". : I didn't hate this book. I liked it. hile it certainly focused on the scienfic side of environmental issues, it :lid so in a balanced and informative way, avoiding apocalyptics and simplistic prescriptions. The book consists of nine chapters, all but the last covering a broad area of environmental science: population, food, nathazards, water, energy, minerals, pu~,uuu,, and global change. The writing is lighthanded, the level undergraduate. There are lots of graphs, tables, and figures and a large number of boxes describing specific cases. Sprinkled throughout the text are "policy questions" aimed at provoking thought. Each chapter concludes with a number of problems, none very challenging, and a list of references.
I had a couple of quibbles. For example, the theory that the eruption of Santorini in 1628 BCE destroyed the Minoan civilization is no longer tenable. Also, biological oceanographers will be surprised to read that the nutrients supporting phytoplankton come from dead fish! But, all in all, this is a nice book and I recommend it.
